1) Copy of Chapter # 39 Equal Education Public Law 108-446:
2) Copy of Title 20- Education Opportunities; subchapter # 1 part 2 - unlawful practices

[X] REQUESTING COPIES  [ ] TO INSPECT RECORDS

AGENCY RESPONSE (REQUESTOR DOES NOT FILL IN BELOW THIS LINE)

[ ] The documents requested are enclosed.
[ ] The documents will be made available upon payment of copying costs $__________
[ ] You may inspect the records at ____________________________ on the date of ________
[ ] The request creates an undue burden on the public body and we are unable to negotiate a more reasonable request.
[ ] The materials requested are exempt under Section _______ of the Freedom of Information Act for the following reasons: ____________________________

INDIVIDUAL(S) THAT DETERMINED REQUEST TO BE DENIED

RIGHT TO APPEAL

If denied, submit the attached APPEAL form (No. 2) along with copies of the original REQUEST and DENIAL and reasons for appeal to: ____________________________

[ ] Request delayed for the following reasons (in accordance with 3(d) of the FOIA): ____________________________